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Abstract 

A new test stand has been developed at the Idaho National Laboratory for multi-kW testing 
of solid oxide electrolysis stacks.  This test stand will initially be operated at the 4 KW 
scale.  The 4 kW tests will include two 60-cell stacks operating in parallel in a single hot 
zone.  The stacks are internally manifolded with an inverted-U flow pattern and an active 
area of 100 cm2 per cell. Process gases to and from the two stacks are distributed from 
common inlet/outlet tubing using a custom base manifold unit that also serves as the 
bottom current collector plate.  The solid oxide cells incorporate a negative-electrode-
supported multi-layer design with nickel-zirconia cermet negative electrodes, thin-film 
yttria-stabilized zirconia electrolytes, and multi-layer lanthanum ferrite-based positive 
electrodes.  Treated metallic interconnects with integral flow channels separate the cells 
and electrode gases. Sealing is accomplished with compliant mica-glass seals. A spring-
loaded test fixture is used for mechanical stack compression.  Due to the power level and 
the large number of cells in the hot zone, process gas flow rates are high and heat 
recuperation is required to preheat the cold inlet gases upstream of the furnace.  Heat 
recuperation is achieved by means of two inconel tube-in-tube counter-flow heat 
exchangers.  A current density of 0.3 A/cm2 will be used for these tests, resulting in a 
hydrogen production rate of 25 NL/min.  Inlet steam flow rates will be set to achieve a 
steam utilization value of 50%.  The 4 kW test will be performed for a minimum duration of 
1000 hours in order to document the long-term durability of the stacks.  Details of the test 
apparatus and initial results will be provided. 
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Introduction
There is increasing interest in the development of large-scale non-fossil hydrogen 
production technologies.  This interest is driven by the immediate demand for hydrogen for 
refining of increasingly low-quality petroleum resources, the expected intermediate-term 
demand for carbon-neutral synthetic fuels, and the potential long-term demand for 
hydrogen as an environmentally benign direct transportation fuel [1].  At present, 
worldwide hydrogen production is based primarily on steam reforming of methane.  From a 
long-term perspective, methane reforming is not a viable process for large-scale 
production of hydrogen since natural gas is a non-renewable resource that exhibits large 
volatility in price and since methane reforming and other fossil-fuel conversion processes 
emit large quantities of greenhouse gases to the environment.  Non-fossil carbon-free 
options for hydrogen production include conventional water electrolysis coupled to either 
renewable (e.g., wind) energy sources or nuclear energy.  The renewable-hydrogen option 
may be viable as a supplementary source, but would be very expensive as a large-scale 
stand-alone option [2].  Conventional electrolysis coupled to nuclear base-load power can 
approach economical viability when combined with off-peak power, but the capital cost is 
high [3]. To achieve higher overall hydrogen production efficiencies, high-temperature 
electrolysis (HTE) can be used [5].  The required high temperature process heat can be 
based on concentrated solar energy [6] or nuclear energy from advanced high-
temperature reactors [7].   

Performance characterization and durability testing with cells and stacks provided by 
MSRI were documented in [8].  Initial stack performance characterization was determined 
through a series of DC potential sweeps in both fuel cell and electrolysis modes of 
operation. Results of these sweeps indicated very good initial performance, with stack-
average area-specific resistance values less than 0.5 �.cm2. Long-term durability testing 
was performed with a test duration of 1000 hours. Overall performance degradation was 
less than 3% over the 1000-hour period. Final stack performance characterization was 
again determined by a series of DC potential sweeps at the same flow conditions as the 
initial sweeps in both electrolysis and fuel cell modes of operation.  A final sweep in the 
fuel cell mode indicated a power density of 0.356 W/cm2, with average per-cell voltage of 
0.71 V at a current of 50 A. 
A 15 kW high-temperature electrolysis test was completed at the Idaho National 
Laboratory (INL) in 2009 [9].  The High-Temperature Electrolysis Integrated Laboratory-
Scale (ILS) experiment included three modules, each with four stacks of 60 cells/stack, for 
a total of 720 cells.  The cells were electrolyte-supported and the stacks were externally 
manifolded.  Peak hydrogen production with this facility was 5700 NL/hr.  The 15 kW test 
was operated for 1080 hours, but significant performance degradation was observed.  In 
2010 and 2011, HTE research at INL was focused on reducing performance degradation.  
The cells and stacks selected for the 4 kW test discussed in this paper have shown 
significantly better initial and long-term performance than those that were used in the ILS.
This paper provides a description and status update on a new high-temperature steam 
electrolysis (HTSE) multi-kilowatt test facility recently developed at the INL.  This facility 
has been developed to meet a DOE level-2 FY12 NGNP milestone.  Detailed descriptions 
of the piping layout, steam generation and delivery system, test fixture, heat recuperation 
system, hot zone, instrumentation, and operating conditions, will be addressed.  This 
facility will provide a demonstration of HTSE operation at the 4 kW scale with advanced 
cell and stack technology.  Successful demonstration of HTSE operation at the 4 kW scale 
will help to advance the technology toward near-term commercialization.   
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1. 4 kW Process Details 
A piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) of the 4 kW high-temperature electrolysis 
experimental apparatus is presented in Fig. 1.  The P&ID shows the double stack inside 
the furnace with supporting instrumentation including mass-flow controllers, pressure 
controllers, thermocouples, and pressure transducers.  The solid oxide electrolysis cells 
and stacks for these tests have been provided by Materials and Systems Research (MSRI) 
of Salt Lake City, UT.  The 60-cell stacks include advanced electrode-supported cells with 
an active area of 100 cm2 and outer dimensions of 15 cm x 15 cm.  The cells have 4 flow 
passages on each side to support a cross-flow internally manifolded stack design.  The 
stack is located inside of a cylindrical clamshell ceramic-fiber furnace. The inlet gases are 
pre-heated prior to entering the furnace by means of heat recuperation from the hot outlet 
gases.  The gases are heated to the final 800°C operating temperature within the furnace 
by means of radiant heating.  The inlet gases flow through coiled tubing inside the furnace 
upstream of the stack for this purpose.  
For the 4 kW tests, a mixture of hydrogen, nitrogen and steam is introduced to the cathode 
side of the electrolysis cells.  Hydrogen is required on the inlet side in order to maintain 
reducing conditions on the nickel cermet electrode of the solid oxide electrolysis cells 
(SOECs).  Inlet hydrogen for these tests will be supplied by a pressurized low-temperature 
electrolysis unit (Avalence LLC) at 12 slpm.  Nitrogen is included in the cathode gas 
mixture to yield a total dry gas mole fraction of 30% with a hydrogen mole fraction of 17%.  
The inclusion of nitrogen reduces the required inlet hydrogen flow rate to a value that 
could be supported by the electrolyser unit and the available mass flow controllers.  Air or 
nitrogen flows across the anode side of the electrolysis cells as a sweep gas.  Nitrogen is 

Figure 1. 4 kW HTSE apparatus P&ID. 
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supplied by a cryogenic dewar.   Air is supplied using a shop air compressor at 50 slpm.  
Steam is provided by an electrically heated steam generator.  The steam generator 
includes two independently heated zones.  The lower boiling zone is controlled at constant 
power, with the power value depending on the required steam production rate.  The rate of 
steam production for these tests will yield an inlet steam mole fraction of 70%.  The upper 
zone is feedback-controlled on temperature in the single-phase steam region above the 
liquid.  The two-zone strategy allows for steady steam production with a desired amount of 
superheat.  The gas flow lines downstream of the steam generator are heat-traced to 
avoid condensation. The outlet gas flow mixture flows through a water-cooled condenser 
where the majority of the residual steam is condensed, and then to the roof vent. 
Stack power will be provided by a 10 kW DC power supply rated at 100 V and 100 A.  
Nominal power consumption during operation will be 4.2 kW at 30 A and 70 V.  The stacks 
will be instrumented with intermediate voltage taps on every five cells.  
The hydrogen/nitrogen inlet gas flow is mixed with steam downstream of the steam 
generator.  After mixing, the dewpoint temperature of the resulting 
steam/hydrogen/nitrogen mixture is measured using a precision dewpoint sensor.  Another 
dewpoint sensor is located downstream of the SOEC stacks.  The two dewpoint 
measurements provide an independent direct measurement of the steam consumption 
rate in the SOEC stacks, which is equal to the hydrogen production rate on a molar basis.    

2. Test Stand 
The completed 4 kW test stand is shown in Fig. 2.  A rendering of the 3-D Cad design is 
shown in Fig. 2(a) and a photograph of the completed assembled test stand is shown in 
Fig. 2(b).  At the heart of the test stand is a vertically mounted split tube furnace that 
provides convenient access to the electrolysis test articles during maintenance and 

Figure 2. 4 kW test stand. 
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changeout of test articles, without physically removing the furnace. The furnace has an 
electrical power rating up to 15 kW and can be operated at temperatures up to 1000ºC.  It 
has an inside diameter of 16 inches and a height of 21 inches.   
The rendering in Fig 2(a) is labelled to show the top current collector rods, the springs for 
stack compression, the alumina load transfer tubes, the furnace, the 60-cel SOEC stacks, 
the base manifold plate, and the recuperative heat exchangers.  In the rendering, the 
stacks are shown in their uncompressed state.  After heatup and final compression, the 
height of the stacks is significantly reduced.   
The test fixture is based on a design developed at MSRI.  The compression apparatus is 
capable of providing compressive force to the top of a stack during testing via compression 
springs that are located outside of the hot zone of the furnace.  A total compression load of 
181 kg (400 lb) per stack was used.  The compression load is transferred to the stack via 
an alumina load transfer tube and the upper electrode plates, as shown in Fig. 2. Once the 
stack is in place on the test fixture, an alumina load transfer tubes are installed atop of the 
upper electrodes, onto which compression springs with pusher plates are placed. 
Compression of the stack to the desired loading is achieved through the tightening of nuts 
on 4 threaded bars that stand in parallel to each load transfer tube and, fixed to the lower 
test fixture portion, run through the pusher plates. Upon achieving the desired initial 
compression of the springs and hence forced loading of the stack, the furnace may be 
closed and a heat-up procedure executed.  During heat up, the compression of the springs 
is monitored and carefully adjusted to maintain the prescribed load, and to compensate for 
thermal expansion of the threaded rods and compression of the compliant seals in the 
stack
A custom base manifold plate was designed and fabricated for these double-stack tests.  
The plate provides mechanical support for the two SOEC stacks, serves as a bottom 
current collector, and distributes the inlet and outlet gas flows to and from the two stacks to 
support the internally manifolded design.  Detailed views of the inconel 625 base manifold 
plate are provided in Fig. 3.  Fig. 3(a) is a top view showing the four flow channels (two 
inlet and two outlet) that mate with corresponding flow channels in each stack.  The bottom 
view (Fig. 3(b)) show the gas inlet and outlet tubing welded to the plate.  Note that there 
are only two gas inlet lines and two gas outlet lines, whereas there are four inlet channels 
and four outlet channels on the top side of the manifold plate.  The inlet and outlet gas 

Figure 3. Base manifold plate and coiled tubing, (a) top, (b) bottom. 
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flows are distributed to/from the two stacks by means of flow channels that were milled into 
the base manifold plate and subsequently seal welded.  Fig. 4 provides a color-coded 
diagram of the inlet and outlet gas flows and the locations of the seal-welded flow 
channels.  Note that the steam/hydrogen and air sweep gas inlet lines are fed from the 
coiled tubing.  The coiled tubing provides sufficient length for heat transfer from the 
furnace to the gases to ensure that the gas temperatures reach the desired stack 
operating temperature of 800 C prior to entering the stack.  The outlet gas lines are not 
coiled. 
An exploded view of an MSRI SOEC stack is provided in Fig. 5(a).  The cells incorporate 
semi-elliptical cut-out gas flow channels, four per side around the outer periphery of the 
cells, that mate with corresponding holes in the interconnect plates and compliant seals.  
The stack is internally manifolded with compliant seals.  Treated metallic interconnects 
with integral flow channels separate the cells and electrode gases.    The stack operates in 
cross-flow, with an inverted-U shaped overall flow pattern such that the gas flow inlets and 
outlets are all located underneath the stack.  Stack mechanical compression is 
accomplished by means of the custom spring-loaded test fixture described previously.  
The compliant seals are oriented at each level in the stack to allow for gas flow along 
either the anode or the cathode side of the cells.  A photograph of a single short stack 
installed on a single-width base plate is presented in Fig. 5(b).   
The solid oxide cells used for this study have a square profile with outer dimensions of 
15.2 cm x 15.2 cm and a cell active area of 100 cm2.  The cells incorporate a negative-
electrode-supported multi-layer design with nickel-zirconia cermet negative electrodes, 
thin-film yttria-stabilized zirconia electrolytes, and multi-layer lanthanum ferrite-based 
positive electrodes.  The nickel zirconia electrode has a support layer thickness of 700 µm 
and a graded functional layer with an overall thickness of 15 µm.  The electrolyte thickness 
is 8 – 10 µm.  The positive electrode also has a graded functional layer with a thickness of 
20 µm and the current collecting layer thickness is 50 µm. 
Installation of MSRI stacks within the test section is a relatively simple procedure. Correct 
alignment of the process gas (steam/H2) and air inlets and outlets of the stack to the 
corresponding flow channels of the test section is most critical. Compliant gasket seals are 

Figure 4.  Color-coded rendering of base manifold plate showing 
the inlet and outlet gas flow lines and seal-welded flow channels. 
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placed underneath and atop of the stack prior to placement on the test fixture lower 
electrode / gas distribution plate. Contact aids are used to assist electrical contact between 
the stack and the upper and lower fixture electrodes.  

5. Operating Conditions 
Typical operating conditions for the 4 kW tests are listed in Table 1.  At the nominal 
operating conditions, the hydrogen production rate will be 25 SLPM, or 1500 L/hr.  This 
production rate will be determined from the measurement of the electrical current supplied 
to the electrolysis cells using Faraday’s law and will also be independently verified based 
on the change in dewpoint value between the inlet and outlet dewpoint sensors.  The 
voltage and current across the electrolysis cell(s) is continuously monitored.  Typical per-
cell operating voltage will be 1.12 V.   
A gas-monitoring system is used to notify laboratory occupants of the presence of any 
potentially hazard gases.  This system monitors the following gasses: CO, CO2, H2, and 
O2.  The Drager Co., a recognized leader since 1889 in the field of safe industrial 
breathing environments, specified the gas monitoring system for BCTC Bay 9 
(Draegergard CCS 3000, 16-channel controller with Polytron sensing heads). The system 
monitors the four gases in two locations. The system has relay outputs, display readout, 
visual and audible alarms.  Maintenance and calibration of this system is performed in 
accordance with PLN-2896, BCTC Bay 9 Gas Monitoring System Maintenance Plan. 
The exhaust gas streams are directly vented outside the building at the rooftop level by 
means of plastic tubing run through the entire length of a large-diameter PVC exhaust 
vent.  The exhaust vent serves as a conduit that houses several smaller plastic exhaust 
tubes. This arrangement ensures that all exhaust gases are released outside the building 
and prevent the possibility of off-gas build up inside the exhaust vent should the draft 
inside the vent be insufficient to remove the off-gases. 

          
Figure 5.  MSRI stack; (a) exploded view, (b) short stack installed on test fixture. 
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Table 1.  Typical operating conditions for 4 kW test. 
Stack voltage (V) 67.4 
Stack current (two stacks in parallel) (A) 60 
Current density (A/cm2) 0.30 
Electrolysis power (W) 4046 

Gas flow rates (slpm)  
Inlet hydrogen 12.2 
Hydrogen production rate 25.0 
Inlet steam 50.2 
Nitrogen 9.4 
Sweep air 50.0 

Steam utilization fraction 0.5 
Inlet hydrogen mole fraction 0.17 
Inlet steam mole fraction 0.70 
Inlet nitrogen mole fraction 0.13 

Stack temperature (°C) 800 
Stack pressure ambient 

6. Test Results 

As of the manuscript deadline date, facility shakedown testing is nearly completed.  Initial 
HTE test results will be presented at the conference. 
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